
Mirage Swift™ II 
NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

The perfect partner for effective CPAP therapy
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So quiet, patient and partner
can rest well at night

• Quiet—to meet the needs of patients

and their partners.

• Quiet—thanks to valuable feedback from

you, our therapy experts.

Effective seal reduces
undesired airflow and
accompanying noise

The air vent is located
on the frame, not the
cushion, improving the
way air is dispersed

Unique vent hole
design disperses air,
gently and quietly,
away from patient 
and partner
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Mirage Swift II performs well on the three

essential criteria for effectiveness: fitting,

seal and comfort. 

The uniqueness of ResMed’s nasal pillows

technology is in the microscopic detail—

you can’t see it, but the user can feel 

the difference.

Adjustable angle—fitting just right

• Rotating pillow sleeve assembly 

enables the user to select the most

suitable angle for a comfortable fit 

and effective seal.

Shape—every microscopic detail counts

• The shape of the Mirage Swift II pillows

is the result of extensive anthropometric

studies of a wide range of facial 

and nasal structures, from diverse 

racial backgrounds. 

• Every tiny element of the shape and

design helps optimize seal, fitting and

comfort for a wide range of users.

Flexibility—it matters

• The nasal pillows, the sleeve on 

which they are located, and the 

“neck” connecting the two, are 

all supple and flexible. 

• This enables the Mirage Swift II 

to adapt effectively to the user’s facial

characteristics and accommodates nasal

or facial movement. 

Uniquely effective nasal pillows technology

Unique shape and design optimize 
fitting, seal and comfort

Angle of pillows at the nostrils can be
adjusted, enhancing fitting, seal and comfort

Flexible pillows and neck on a flexible sleeve
helps system adapt and conform to the user
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• First-time users, older patients, younger

patients, those who are less dexterous

… Mirage Swift II is designed for real

people in the real world.

• Fitting the Mirage Swift II is quick and

intuitive. After first-time adjustments, 

if any, the Mirage Swift II can be fitted

without clips or Velcro®.

• Easy to assemble, disassemble and

clean, due to few, easy-to-attach-or-

detach parts, as well as visible guides

and indents. 

• Light and compact, Mirage Swift II offers

a sense of freedom—for patients to be

themselves, to read or watch TV with

mask and glasses on at bedtime.

• It also offers a choice of sleeping

positions. The tube can be attached on

either side, facing upward or downward.

Designed for real people with real needs

Each system comes packed with three pillow sizes—one of them just right for each patient
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Secure headgear design enhances seal
and stability, without the need to
over-tighten the headgear 

Nasal pillows sit flexibly and
comfortably at the entrance of the
nostrils, for secure seal during therapy

Soft and flexible pillow sleeve helps
the nasal pillows stay in place, while
applying minimal pressure on the
nose and face

Tube with rotating elbow and 
swivel offers more choice of 
sleeping positions 

ResMed logo makes it easy to
position the system the correct way

Legible size mark is easy to read 
for reordering

Rotating pillow sleeve assembly
enables adjustment to choose the
most comfortable angle of the nasal
pillows towards the nostrils

• Mirage Swift II

—an effective, light and quiet alternative

to nasal masks.

• It’s from ResMed

—world leaders in mask technology.

• Covers less of the face

—helps users feel “at home” in their

masks, facilitating therapy acceptance

and long-term compliance.

• Reduces contact with the face

—the pillows sit gently at the 

entrance of the nostrils.

• Minimizes dead space and carbon

dioxide rebreathing

—important for effective therapy. 

So effective, you can compare
it to a nasal mask
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Global leaders in sleep and respiratory medicine    www.resmed.com

PRODUCT CODE 

Europe 60513

UK                                                               60516

France                                                          60518

ANZ 60514

Asia Pacific 60515
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• Quick fitting

• Reduced inventory

(three pillow sizes packed with product)

• More choice for your patients

• Comprehensive patient support package

Nasal pillows technology leaps forward—
to enhance your business or service

The Mirage Swift II comes complete with a storage and
travel bag, fitting guide, detailed user instructions, and a
DVD containing fitting and care information for the patient
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